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We investigate the possibility of solving problems in completely asynchronous 
message passing systems where a number of processes may fail prior to 
execution. By using game-theoretical notions, necessary and sufficient conditions 
are provided for solving problems is such a model with an without a termina- 
tion requirement. An upper, bound on the message complexity for solving any 
problem in the model is given, as well as a simple design concept for 
constructing a solution to any solvable problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we investigate both the possibility and the impossibility of 
solving certain problems in an unreliable, completely asynchronous, 
distributed system where undetectable initial failures may occur. Initial 
failures are a very weak type of failure where processes may fail only prior 
to the execution and no event can happen on a process after it fails. Thus 
it is assumed that any process that begins executing will not fail, but some 
processes may never begin executing. Initial failures may occur in situations 
such as recovery from a breakdown of a network. Such initial failures are 
a special case of crash (fail-stop) failures in which a process may become 
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faulty at any time during an execution. Obviously, if a protocol cannot 
tolerate initial failures then it cannot tolerate crash failures but not 
necessarily vice versa. 

We distinguish between the case when the protocal is not required to 
terminate after producing the correct result, and the case when the protocol 
is required to terminate. For each of these cases we provide necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the solvability of problems. As we shall see, 
requiring termination strictly reduces the class of solvable problems. The 
conditions are presented by introducing simple games and relating the 
possibility to win in these games to the possibility of solving problems. 

The complexity of protocols designed to solve certain problems is 
greatly affected by whatever assumption is made about the system's 
reliability. For the initial failure model we provide an upper bound on the 
message complexity for solving any problem by showing that the message 
complexity of any solvable problem is bounded by the message complexity 
for solving the leader election problem. 

Several protocols in the literature have been designed to operate 
properly in an environment where initial failures may occur. Fischer et 
aL ~1) presented a protocol that solves the consensus problem (i.e. where all 
processes decide on the same value) and tolerates initial failures of up to 
(not including) half of the processes. Protocols for leader election and 
spanning tree construction that also tolerate initial failures of up to half of 
the processes were designed in Ref. 2. A solution to the leader election 
problem appeared also in Ref. 3. Throughout the paper we will assume that 
the number of faulty processes is always less than half of the total number 
of processes. 

There has been extensive investigation into the nature of asynchronous 
systems with the stronger assumption that undetectable crash failures may 
occur. It is proven in Ref. 1 that in asynchronous systems there cannot exist 
a nontrivial consensus protocol that tolerates even a single process crash 
failure. This fundamental result has been extended to other models of 
computationJ 4'5) Various extensions, ~6-8) also for a single fault, prove the 
impossibility of other problems such as choosing a leader, ranking and 
constructing a spanning tree using several new techniques. Other recent 
works point out some specific problems that can be solved in asynchronous 
systems with numerous faulty processes, and prove impossibility results 
for a hierarchy of problems assuming up to t crash failures. (9 H) (As 
will be seen later, in our terminology, the solutions given in Ref. 9 are 
non-terminating.) Recently, a complete combinatorial characterizations, for 
the solvability of problems in asynchronous shared memory and message 
passing models where crash failures may occur using randomized protocols 
was given in Ref. 12. 
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It appears that the necessary and sufficient condition which we give for 
initial failures assuming only deterministic protocols and without the 
termination requirement, is the same as the complete characterization 
which is given in Ref. 12 for crash failures in a shared memory model 
assuming randomized protocols. Moreover, the necessary and sufficient 
condition which we give here for initial failures assuming only deterministic 
protocols and with the termination requirement, is the same as the 
complete characterization which is given in Ref. 12 for crash failures in a 
message passing model assuming randomized protocols. An interesting 
result that follows from the similarities between these characterizations is 
that in a message passing model with the termination requirement, a 
problem can be solved by a deterministic protocol that can tolerate up to 
t initial failures if and only if the problem can be solved by a randomized 
protocol that can tolerate up to t crash failures. A similar result holds for 
a shared memory model when termination is not required. (13) 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notions 
of a problem and a protocol are defined. Section 3 describes the essential 
properties of asynchronous message passing systems. Sections 2 and 3 also 
appear, with minor changes, in Ref. 11. In Section 4, the notions of initial 
failure and termination are precisely defined. Section 5 introduces a two 
player game and it is proved that the possibility of winning this game is 
related to the possibility of solving problems in an environment where 
processes may initially fail. Sections 6 and 7 include two modified games 
designed to enable reasoning about the possibility of solving problems 
under a termination requirement. Some concluding remarks appear in 
Section 8. 

2. D E F I N I T I O N S  A N D  B A S I C  N O T A T I O N S  

First, the type of problems we consider is described. Let I and D be 
sets of input values and decision (output) values, respectively. Let n be the 
number of processes, and let f and /5  be subsets o f / "  and D n, respectively. 
A problem T is a mapping T: i ~  2 6 -  { ~ }  from each n-tuple in i to 
subsets of n-tuples in/7. We call a = (al,..., an) where a ~ i an input vector, 
and d =  (dl,..., dn) where d~/5,  a decision vector. For such a pair of 
vectors, we say that ai is the input value of process Pi, and di is the 
decision value of process pi. 

Following are some examples of problems, which we will also refer to 
later in the paper (the input vectors for all problems are f r o m / "  for an 
arbitrary set I): (1) The consensus problem, where all processes must 
decide on the same value from an arbitrary set D; (2) The transaction 
commitment  problem, where I =  D = {0, 1 }, and all processes decide on "1" 
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if the input of every process is "1", and otherwise all processes decide on 
"07'; (3) The (leader) election problem, where exactly one process decides 
on a distinguished value from an arbitrary set D; and (4) The sorting 
problem, where all processes have input values and each process p~ decides 
on a value identical to the ith smallest input value. 

A protocol is a nonempty set C of computations and a set N = 
{Pl,..., Pn} of process id's (abbv. processes). A computat ion is a finite 
sequence of events. There are four types of events: send, receive, input, and 
decide. A send event, denoted ([send, m, Pk], &), represents sending a 
message m to process Pk by process &. A receive event, ([receive, m], p~), 
represents receiving a message m by process Pk. An input event, 
([input, a], &), represents reading an input value a by process pc. A decide 
event, ([decide, d],pi), represents deciding on a decision value d by 
process p~. One may also consider an internal event in with a process 
executes some local computation; however nowhere else in this paper do 
we need to refer to such an event. We use the notation (e, pz) to denote an 
arbitrary event, which may be ,an instance of any of the above types of 
events. For an event (e, p~) we say that it occurred on process p~. An event 
is in a computation iff it is one of the events in the computation sequence. 

In the rest of this paper Q denotes a set of processes where Q _c N, and 
IQI is the cardinality of Q. The symbols x, y, z denote computations. Also 
(x;  y )  is the sequence obtained by concatenating the two sequences x and 
y. An extension of a computation x is a computation of which x is a prefix. 
For an extension y of x, ( y - x )  denotes the suffix of y obtained by 
removing x from y. For  any x and Pi, let xz be the subsequence of x 
containing all events in x that are on process p~. 

Defini t ion.  Computation y includes x iff xi is a prefix of ye for all 
p~ (the relation includes is a generalization of extension). 

We assume that all events are unique and all messages are dis- 
tinguished (i.e., the same event cannot occur twice in a computation). An 
event ([receive, m],  p~) is the complement of the event ([send, m, Pk], Pi) 
in a computation x iff both events are in x. An event ([send, m, Pk], P~) 
is fulfilled in a computation x if it is in x and its complement event 
(Ereceive, m], pi] is also in x. That  is, the message m sent from process Pi 
to process Pk has already arrived. An event ([send, m, Pk], P~) is unfulfilled 
in a computation x if it is in x, and it is not fulfilled in x. 

Defini t ion.  Computat ions x and y are equivalent w.r.t. Pi, denoted 
i 

b y x ~  y, i f f x i = y i .  
t 

Note that ~ is an equivalence relation over computations. For  a 
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computation x and process p~, we defined the extensions of x that only 
have events on pg. 

Def in i t ion .  Extensions (x, i) -= {y] y is an extension o f x  and x ~i  y 
for all j =  1 - . . i - 1 ,  i + l . . . n } .  

Process pi reads input a in a computation x iff the input event 
([input, a], p~) is in x. Process Pi decides on d in a computation x iff the 
decision event ([decide, d], p~) is in x. Since we are interested in protocols 
that solve the type of problems mentioned previously, without loss of 
generality, we can assume that a process may decide only once. More 
formally, for any computation x and for any process p~ there is at most one 
input event, and at most one decision event on p~ in x. 

A protocol P - ( C , N )  solves a problem T : [ ~ 2  ~ -  { ~ }  iff (1) For  
each input vector a ~ f, there exists a computation with a as input; (2) For 
every computation z ~ C such that in z processes Pl ..... Pn read input values 
al ..... a n and decide on dl ..... d,,, if a t [  then d~T(a) ;  and (3) In any 
"sufficiently long" computation on input in /" all processes decide (this 
requirement is to be defined precisely later). Note that condition (2) 
restricts those computations with every process executing events (since all 
at least read their input), but does not relate to computations where some 
process has no associated events. Such computations will later be defined 
as those with initial failures. 

We define when a set of input events is consistent. Intuitively, this is 
the case when all the input events in the set can happen in the same 
computation. Let P be a protocol that solves a problem T: [ ~  2 z~- {~} .  
For any input vector a ~L the set {([input, all, Pl),..., ([input, an], p,)} is 
a consistent set of input events (w.r.t. T); and any subset of a consistent set 
of input events is also consistent. For simplicity of presentation, we assume 
that in any given computation the set of input events is consistent. 
Throughout the paper we consider a single protocol, P -  (C, N)  that solves 
a problem T: [---, 2 ~ - { ~ } ,  and all references are made to that protocol. 

3. A S Y N C H R O N O U S  E N V I R O N M E N T  

In this section asynchronous message passing systems are charac- 
terized by stating five properties that any protocol operating in such 
an environment should satisfy. The formal description of asynchronous 
message passing systems considered here is inspired by Chandy and 
Misra.(~4,15) 

Def in i t ion .  An asynchronous protocol is a protocol that satisfies the 
following properties, 

PI: Every prefix of a computation is a computation. 
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P2." Let (x ;  (e, P i ) )  be a computation where (e, pi) is not an input 
event, and let y be a computation that includes x such that 

i 
x ~ y; then, ( y ;  (e, p~)} is a computation. 

P3: For any computation x, any process pg and any input value a; 
if the set of all input events in x together with the input event 
([input, a], p~) is consistent then there exists an extension y in 
Extensions(x, i) such that ([input, a], p~) appears in y. 

P4: For an unfulfilled event ([send, m, p~], p~) in a computation x, 
there exists an extension y of x such that y eExtensions(x, k), 
and ([send, m, p~], p~) is fulfilled in y. 

P5: For a computation x and an event ([receive, m],pk), the 
sequence (x; ([receive, m],pk)}  is a computation only if 
([receive, m], Pk) is the complement of some unfulfilled event 
in x. 

We note that from property P 1 the empty sequence (denoted by null) 
is a computation. Intuitively, property P2 means that if an event (e, pi) can 
happen at a process p~ at some point in a computation, then the same 
event can happen at a later point, provided that it is not an input event, 
and p~ has taken no steps between the two points. Property P3 means that 
a process that has not yet read an input value may read any of the input 
values not conflicting with the input values already read by other processes. 
For example, if we assume that the input values different processes may 
read in the same computation are distinct, then a process may read any 
value that has not already been read by other processes. Property P4 
means that it is always possible for a process to receive a message sent to 
it. Property P5 means that a message is received only if it was sent 
previously and that it cannot be received twice. 

4. I N I T I A L  F A I L U R E S  A N D  T E R M I N A T I O N  

In this section we introduce two notions. First we define a class of 
protocols that can tolerate multiple initial failures. An initial failure may 
occur only prior to the beginning of a process' execution and the process 
cannot recover. That is, once a process starts operating it is guaranteed 
that it will never fail. We reiterate that initial failure is a special case of 
crash failure, in which a process may become faulty at any time during 
an execution. We then introduce the notion of termination and define 
protocols that can both tolerate initial failures and terminate. 

We first introduce the notion of an enabled process. Process Pi is 
enabled at computation x iff there exists an event (e, Pi) such that 
(x;  (e, pi)} is a computatio n. It follows from properties P2  and P3 that a 
process cannot become passive (i.e., not enabled) as a result of an event on 
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some other process. In order to define initial failure and termination 
formally, we need the concept of an initial Q-fair sequence. Let Q be a set 
of processes, an initial Q-fair sequence w.r.t, a given protocol is a (possibly 
infinite) sequence of events, where: (1) Each finite prefix is a computation; 
(2) For an enabled process p~ at some prefix x, if Pi ~ Q then there exists 
another prefix y that is an extension of x such that there is an event (e, p~) 
in ( y - x ) ;  (3) For any send event that is unfulfilled in some prefix and in 
which a message was sent between processes of Q, the event is fulfilled in 
another prefix; (4) The sequence (x ;  ([receive, m], Pk)), is a prefix only if 
([receive, m], Pk) is the complement of some unfulfilled event in x; and 
(5) The sequence consists only of events on processes belonging to Q. 

An initial Q-fair sequence captures the intuition of an execution in 
which only processes belonging to Q participate, where all enabled 
processes that belong to Q can proceed, all messages sent between 
processes of Q are eventually delivered, and a message is received only if 
it was sent previously. Note that messages may be sent to processes not in 
Q. An initial Q-fair sequence may be infinite and in such a case it is not a 
computation. It follows from P2-P5  that, in asynchronous protocols, for 
every set of processes Q, any computation consisting only of events on 
processes belonging to Q is a prefix of an initial Q-fair sequence. The 
requirement that all messages are received after they are sent (requirement 
(4) in the definition of an initial Q-fair sequence), follows from P5 and 
requirement (1). 

Informally, a protocol can tolerate up to t initial failures if in spite of 
a failure of any group of up to t processes at the beginning of the computa- 
tion, each of the remaining processes eventually decides on some value. We 
now characterize such protocols formally. 

Defini t ion.  A protocol can tolerate up to t initial failures iff for 
every set Q of processes where ] Q I >/n - t, every initial Q-fair sequence has 
a finite prefix in which any Pi ~ Q has decided. 

For  later reference we call a protocol that can tolerate up to t initial 
failures an initial(t) protocol. Note that for any value t such that 0 ~< t < n, 
the class of initial(t) protocols includes the class of initial(t + 1 ) protocols. 
To see that the inclusion is strict, consider the rotating(t) problem, where 
each process p/ has to decide on a decision value from the set of input 
values of processes Pi(modn)+l,'",Pi+t-l(rnodn)+l" In such a rotating(t) 
problem, if all process Pi~mod n) + 1 ..... Pi+ t -  l~mod,) + a fail, process p~ will 
never be able to decide. 

From this definition, it follows that for any initial(0) protocol in any 
"long enough" execution where no process fails (i.e., an initial N-fair 
sequence), each process (eventually) decides on a value. In fact, this 
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formally expresses requirement (3) from the definition of solves given in 
Section 2. Thus, any protocol that solves a problem should (by definition) 
at least be an initial(0) protocol. 

In order to present the above notion of a protocol that can tolerate t 
intial failures we did not have to define the notion of a faulty process. We 
concentrate on the role of the correct processes in order to capture the 
nature of robustness. By using the notion of an initial Q-fair sequence we 
have described an execution in which all processes in Q are correct, and 
only for those processes do we require that they eventually decide. 
However, there is a way to define a fault tolerant protocol by first defining 
the notion of a faulty process as done by Hadzilacos. (16) This involves the 
introduction of an additional type of event, which signals the fact that a 
process is faulty. Our approach seems so be more suitable for the model 
under consideration, since it captures the fact that in systems where a 
failure of a process is not ,detectable, a faulty process cannot be 
distinguished from a process that operates very slowly. It also simplifies the 
presentation and the proofs. 

Next we define the notion of termination. Intuitively, we want to say 
that a process p~ has terminated in computation x if the process cannot 
take any further steps. That is, there is no extension of x in which p~ is 
enabled. 

Definit ion.  Process Pi has terminated at computation x iff for any 
i 

extension y of x, x ~ y. 
In this definition a process may terminate without knowing that it has 

terminated. It is also possible to define termination by using an additional 
type of event called HALT. Only a process that intends to terminate will 
perform the halt event. We may then say that pi has terminated at 
computation x iff there is a halt event on Pi at x, The results we present 
in the sequel hold under both definitions. We avoid using HALT in order 
to simplify the presentation, since its inclusion would force us to add one 
more property to the definition of an asynchronous protocol. 

It is easy to see that for any initial(t) protocol, if process pi has 
terminated at computation x then p~ has decided at x. That is, a process 
has to decide before it terminates. Using the notion of process termination 
we define what it means for a protocol to terminate. Intuitively, an initial(t) 
protocol terminates if in any case where no more then t processes initially 
fail, all correct processes eventually terminate. Before giving the exact 
definition we extend the notion of fulfilled event (see Section 2), by saying 
that all events of messages sent to a terminated processes are fulfilled. 

Defini t ion.  A protocol is terminating in the presence o f  t initial 
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failures (abbv. terminating) iff for any set Q of processes where [Q[ >~ n -  t, 
every initial Q-fair sequence is a computation in which any p ie  Q has 
terminated. 

We say that a problem can be solved without termination [with ter- 
mination] in the presence of t initial failures iff there exists a [-terminating] 
initial(t) protocol that solves that problem. Obviously every problem that 
can be solved by a terminating protocol, can also be solved if no require- 
ment is made about termination. However, the opposite claim does not 
hold. An example proving this fact is the order preserving (renaming) 
problem, defined next, which can be solved without requiring termination 
but cannot be solved under the termination requirement for t >~ 2. 

The motivation for the order preserving problem is the need to reduce 
the size of the name-space of a set of processes. Formally, the order 
preserving problem is a mapping T: i ~  2 6 -  { ~  }, where III >>  IDI, i i s  the 
set of all vectors with distinct values, and for every a e i and d e/3:  d ~ T(a) 
iff for every i, j s  {1,...,n}, ai<aj implies di<dj. The problem was first 
defined in Ref. 9 where it was proven that the problem is solvable in the 
crash failure model where up to t processes may fail at any point during 
an execution, and without requiring termination iff IDI 1> 2 t ( n - t  + 1 ) - 1 .  
It follows from the theorems presented in the next sections that if termina- 
tion is not required this result holds also when it is only assumed that the 
t processes may initially fail, and if termination is required there is no 
solution (for t >/2) even if I I I= IDI + 1 (a proof of that fact appears in 
Section 7). 

Next we prove two technical lemmas that are used later. The lemmas 
state the relation between input values, output values and initial failures. 
Lemma 1 says that if some processes take no steps, the remaining ones 
must still be able to decide. On the other hand, Lemma 2 says that if some 
processes "wake up late" and begin executing after the others have decided 
(and terminated), the latecomers must also decide in a manner consistent 
with the decisions of the other processes. Let Q - N - Q ;  as in Ref. 15, let 
x [ Q ] y - f o r  every pieQ, xi=y~. Notice that for an extension y of x, 
x [ Q ]  y implies that events on processes that belong to O did not occur in 
the interval ( y - x ) .  Thus x[Q] null means that no process of Q has an 
event in x. We also use the notation (~=1 . . . .  ; ( y ( i ) - x ) )  as an abbrevia- 
tion for ( ( y ( 1 ) - x ) ; . . . ;  ( y (m) -x ) ) ,  where y(i)is a computation. 

Lamma 1. Let P =  (N, C) be an asynchronous protocol that solves 
the problem T: [--* 2 z~- { ~ }  in the presence of t initial failures (without 
assuming termination), and let Q_~N be an arbitrary set of processes 
where [Q[ ~> n - t. For every vector a E i (a - (al ..... a,)) and computation 
x ~ C where every pj ~ Q either reads the value a i or does not read any 
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input value and where x [ 0 ]  null, there exists an extension y ~ C of x such 
that Y [ 0 ]  null, and any p:e Q reads the input value a: and decides. 

Proof. Using P2-P5, starting from the computation x we can 
inductively construct an initial Q-fair sequence (w.r.t. P), where every 
process pj ~ Q reads the input value a:. Since P can tolerate t initial failures 
it follows that this sequence has a prefix as required. | 

Lemma 2. Let P = (N, C) be an asynchronous protocol that solves 
the problem T: i ~  2 ~ - ( ~ }  in the presence of t initial failure assuming 
termination, and let Q_~ N be an arbitrary set of processes where ]Q] = 
n - t .  Let a = (al,..., an) be an arbitrary vector from i and let x~  C be a 
computation where x [ Q ]  null and every p:e Q reads the value aj, decides 
on some value d:, and terminates. For  any p ; r  Q there exists a computa- 
tion y(i)~ Extension(x, i), where Pi reads the input value ai and decides on 
some value di such that d E T(a), (d - ( d l  ..... d,)). 

Proof. As in the previous proof, using P2 P5, starting from the 
computation x we can inductively construct for each Pie  Q an initial 
(Q w {pi})-fair sequence (w.r.t. P) where process p~ reads the input value 
a~. Since P can tolerate t initial failures it follows that this sequence 
has some prefix y(i) in which pz read the input value ai and decides on 
some value, say d~. It follows from P1, P2 and P3 that P3 that 
(x;pi~Q; ( y ( i ) - x ) )  is a computation, and hence d e  T(a). | 

In the next sections we examine the possibility and impossibility of 
solving problems in an asynchronous environment where t processes may 
initially fail. Initially, we do not require a protocol (that solves a problem) 
to terminate and then subsequently, we add the termination requirement 
and examine how it affects the results. 

5. S O L V A B I L I T Y  W I T H O U T  T E R M I N A T I O N  

In this section we characterize the problems that can be solved in an 
asynchronous environment where 0 ~< t < n/2 processes may initially fail. 
We use the intuitive appeal of a game-theoretical characterization by 
reducing the question of solvability in the model under consideration to 
whether there is a winning strategy to a particular game described next. 
The exposition here is influenced by the "Ehrenfeucht Game, ''~17) which is 
used in mathematical logic to determine if two structures are elementarily 
equivalent. (That is, if they satisfy the same first-order sentences.) A similar 
result holds for an asynchronous shared memory model. ~13) 

The game GI(T, t), corresponding to a problem T: i ~  2 z~- { ~ }  and 
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a natural number t, is played by two players A (Adversary) and B, 
according to the following rules. Each play of the game begins with a move 
of player A and in the subsequent moves both players move alternately. 
The game is played on a board with n empty circles drawn in a straight 
line. The circles are numered from 1 to n. At the first move player A 
chooses n -  t input values from (the set of input values) I and "places" 
them on arbitrary n - t empty circles. Then player B chooses n - t decision 
values from (the set of decision values) D and uses them to cover all the 
n - t  input values placed by player A in the previous move. Subsequent 
moves consist of player A choosing a single value from I in each move, and 
placing it on an empty circle, and then player B choosing a single value 
from D and covering the previous value placed by player A. The play is 
completed when all the n circles are covered with decision values from D. 
We emphasize that at any time each player knows all the previous moves. 

We denote by a ie  I and di E D the values players A and B, respectively, 
placed on the ith circle in the course of the play. For  simplicity we assume 
that the final vector (al ..... an) belongs to L Player B has won the play iff 
d e  T(a). Player B has a winning strategy in the game GI(T, t), denoted B 
wins GI(T, t), if B can always win each play. 

We also assume that the processes have distinct identities that are 
mutually known. We will remove those assumptions at the end of the 
section. 

T h e o r e m  1. A problem T can be solved, without assuming ter- 
mination, in a completely asynchronous environment where t processes 
may initially fail iff player B wins GI(T, t). 

Proos We first prove the if direction. The proof is based on the fact 
that in the model under consideration, it is possible to elect a leader. (2) 
Suppose player B has a winning strategy in the game GI(T, t). We describe 
a protocol that solves T in the presence of t initial failures. The protocol 
starts by first electing one of the processes as a leader. After the leader 
broadcasts its identity, every correct process sends its own input value and 
its id to the leader. Since at most t processes might be faulty, the leader is 
gauranteed to receive n - t  input values (including its own). Then the 
leader examines the winning strategy of player B to determine the 
corresponding n -  t decision values, and sends the relevant decision value 
to each process from which it received an input value. Afterwards the 
leader just waits. Upon receiving an additional input value, by using the 
winning strategy of player B, it produces the right decision value, and 
sends it to the process from which it received the input value. Each process 
that receives a decision value from the leader decides on that value. 
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We now prove the only if direction. Let P = ( N ,  C) be an 
asynchronous protocol that solves T in the presence of t initial failures. We 
describe a winning strategy for player B in GI(T, t). Let a e f  be an 
arbitrary input vector, and let Q be a set of processes where ]Q] = n - t  
such that player A chooses in his first move the set of values {ail P;e  Q} 
and places each value ai on the circle numbered with i. From Lemma 1, 
there exists a computation x e  C such that x [Q]  null, any process pieQ 
reads the input value a~ and decides in x. Let d~ denote the value on which 
process p ;e  Q decided in x. By using P, player B can simulate the com- 
putation x, output the n -  t decision values, and cover each input value ag 
by the corresponding decision value d;, Assume that player A next chooses 
some value aj where Ps ~ Q and places it on the j th  circle. By Lemma 1, 
there is an extension y of x in which process Ps reads the input value a s and 
decides on some value dj, and where x [ Q -  {Ps}]Y. Thus again, by using 
P, player B can continue the simulation of x in order to simulate computa- 
tion y and choose dj. A similar construction holds also for any further 
input values that A chooses. Finally, since P solves T, d s T(a) and hence 
player B wins the game. | 

Examples of problems that can be shown to be unsolvable using this 
theorem (in the model under consideration), are transaction commitment ,  
sorting and rotating(t). To show the impossibility for transaction commit- 
ment we demonstrate that B has no winning strategy. The adversary can 
choose as its first move n - t  "1" values; B then must also use n - t  "1" 
values since player A may later choose only "1" values. Then A can add the 
value "0" and B loses. This theorem also points out how to construct a 
solution (i.e., a protocol) for any solvable problem T. First find a winning 
strategy for player B in the game GI(T, t) and then plug it into the 
(schematic) protocol presented in the "if" part of the proof of Theorem 1. 

Coro l la ry  1. The message complexity of electing a leader is an 
upper bound for solving any other problem on a complete network in a 
completely asynchronous environment where t processes may initially fail. 

Proof. The (schematic) protocol presented in the "if" part of the 
proof of theorem 1, which can solve any solvable problem in this model, 
first elects a leader and then uses at most 2n additional messages. Since 
f2(n) is clearly a lower bound for electing a leader, the result is proven. | 

We mention that the message complexity for electing a leader in 
reliable complete networks is O(n log k), where k is the number of processes 
that start the protocol. (~8) For complete networks where t processes may 
initially fail the message complexity for electing a leader is O(n log k + kt). (2) 
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The last corollary can be generalized to an arbitrary network by 
considering the number of messages needed to collect the input values and 
then return the final decision values from the leader. 

Remark. In order to prove that for a given network there is a fixed 
upper bound on the message complexity (that depends only on the 
network size) for solving any problem in the initial failure model, we have 
strongly used the fact that it is possible to elect a leader in that model. It 
is interesting to note that for the (slightly stronger) crash failure model in 
which it is not possible to elect a leader (see Ref. 6), it has been proven that 
no such fixed bound exists. (s) More precisely, there exist problems such 
that any protocol solving them in the presence of crash failures must send 
arbitrarily many messages, for some scenarios. 

In the proof of Theorem 1, the assumption that the processes have 
distinct identities that are mutually known is used at the point where the 
leader (in the "if" part) has to consult with the winning strategy of player 
B. We now remove this assumption and only require the input values are 
disrinct. (This, of course, also covers the case where the processes have 
distinct identities which are not mutually known). Next, we modify 
Theorem 1 so that it holds under this weaker requirement. 

Recall that a and d are the vectors players A and B, respectively, 
placed in the course of the play. Let rc-  (~i,..., ~cn) be a permutation of 
{1,..., n}, and let re(a) denote the vector (a~l ..... a=~). We say that player B 
strongly won the play iff for every permutation ~ of { 1 ..... n} where re(a)e [ 
it is the case that re(d) e T(~z(a)). Player B has a strong winning strategy in 
the game GI(T, t) if it is possible for him to strongly win each play. (This 
is denoted by "B strongly wins GI(T, t)".) If we now substitute in 
Theorem 1 the term "strongly wins" for "wins" then the modified theorem 
will hold under the requirement that the input values are distinct, and with 
no need to assume anything about the process identities. The proof of this 
theorem involves some technical modification of the previous proof, and is 
based on the fact that a leader can stil be elected. Another way of resolving 
this problem is the following. We say that a problem T: _f--, 2 b -  { ~ }  is 
symmetric iff for every vector a e [ and for every permutation ~ of { 1,..., n }, 
it is the case that r~(a)e i and re(d)~ T(r~(a)). For symmetric problems the 
notion of strongly wins and wins coincide, and hence for such problems the 
original formulation of Theorem 1 still holds (without the assumption that 
the processes have distinct identities). We mention that the notion of 
strongly wins makes sense only when dealing with symmetric problems. 
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6. S O L V A B I L I T Y  W I T H  T E R M I N A T I O N  

In this section we add the termination requirement and, as in the 
presentation of the previous section, we characterize the problems that can 
be solved by a terminating protocol in an asynchronous environment 
where 0 ~< t < n/2 processes may initially fail. With this requirement it is still 
possible to elect a leader, however now the leader cannot coordinate all 
activities and decisions as before, since it itself is also required to terminate. 
Put another way, a process may start operating long after the leader has 
terminated. We note that if it is only required that all correct processes 
except one eventually terminate then the result from the previous section 
(i.e., Theorem 1) holds. 

In the sequel we modify the game GI(T, t) in order to reflect termina- 
tion. In the new game the role of player A is left unchanged while the 
power of B is restricted: each time B makes a move it "forgets" all previous 
moves except the first move of both players. 

The new game G2(T, t), corresponding to a problem T: 1 ~  2 z~- { ~ }  
and a natural number t, is played by player A (Adversary) and a group of 
players B -  {B1,..., B,+I} according to the following rules. Each play of the 
game begins with a move of player A and in the subsequent moves both 
player A and some player from B move alternately. Each player Bi E B 
takes exactly one move in each play. The game is played (as before) on a 
board with n empty circles (numbered from 1 on n) drawn in a straight 
line. As his first move player A chooses n -  t input values from I and 
"places" them on arbitrary n - t empty circles. Then player B 1 chooses n - t 
decision values from D and uses them to cover all the n -  t input values 
placed by player A in the previous move. The subsequent moves consist of 
player A choosing in its ith move a single value from I and placing it on 
an empty circle and then player Bi choosing, based only on the values 
placed by player A in the first and current moves and the values placed by 
player B1, a single value from D and covering the last value placed by 
player A. We emphasize that in this game player B~ does not know all the 
previous moves. He knows only the first moves of players A and B1 and the 
ith move of player A. (This can be implemented by hiding from a player 
the circles he is not supposed to see.) The play is completed when all the 
n circles are covered with decision values from D. 

We denote by a~ ~ I and d~ E D, respectively, the values that player A and 
some player in B placed on the ith circle during the play. For  simplicity we 
assume that the final vector (al ..... an) belongs to L As previously, the 
group of players B has won the play iff d e T(a). The group of players B has 
a winning strategy in the game G z ( T  , t), denoted B wins G z ( T  , t), if it can 
always win each play. As before, we have assumed that the processes have 
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distinct identities that are mutually known. Removing this assumption is 
similar to the treatment in the previous section. 

T h e o r e m  2. A problem T can be solved, assuming termination, in 
a completely asynchronous environment where t processes may initially fail 
iff B wins G2(T, t). 

Proof. We first prove the if direction. Suppose B has a winning 
strategy in the game G2(T, t). We describe a terminating protocol that 
solves T in the presence of t initial failures. The protocol starts by first 
electing one of the processes as a leader. After the leader broadcasts its 
identity, every correct process sends its own input value and id to the 
leader. Since at most i processes might be faulty, the leader is guaranteed 
to receive n -  t input values (including its own). Then the leader consults 
with the winning strategy of B (by playing the role of B1) to determine the 
corresponding n -  t decision values. After that the leader broadcasts to all 
processes a message which contains n -  t triples. Each triple consists of a 
process' id and the input and decision values of that process. The leader 
then decides and terminates. Each process Pi that receives the above 
message from the leader first checks if its id appears in one of the triples. 
If it does, then the process decides on the decision value that appears in 
that triple and terminates. Otherwise, using the message from the leader 
and its own input, Pi consults with the winning strategy of B, by playing 
the role of one of the players in B, decides and terminates. 

We now prove the only if direction. Let P = (N, C) be a terminating 
asynchronous protocol that solves T in the presence of t initial failures. We 
describe a winning strategy for B in G2(T, t). Let a e i be an arbitrary input 
vector, and let Q be a set of process where IQP = n - t  such that player A 
chooses in his first move the set of values {ailPi e Q} and places each value 
a~ on the circle numbered with i. From Lemma 1 and the termination 
assumption, there exists a computation x e C  such that x[Q]null, any 
process p~ e Q reads the input value ai, decides, and terminates in x. Let di 
denote the value decided upon by process p ~  Q in computation x. By 
using P, player B1 can simulate the computation x, output the n - t  
decision values, and cover each input value a~ by the corresponding 
decision value d~. Now assume that player A chooses in its kth move some 
value aj where pj r Q and places it on the j t h  circle. By Lemma 2, (for any 
j )  there is a computation y(j)~Extension(x, j)  in which process pj reads 
the input value aj and decides on some value dj. By using P, player Bk can 
continue the simulation of x in order to simulate computation y(j) and 
choose dj. A similar construction holds also for any input values that A 
chooses. From Lemma 2, d e T(a) and hence B wins the game. | 
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As already mentioned, it is easy to show by using Theorem 2 that (due 
to reasons of symmetry) the order preserving problem cannot be solved 
assuming termination for t~>2. (A proof is given in the next section.) 
Examples of solvable problems (for t<n/2)  are consensus and leader 
election. We note that Corollary 1 (from the previous section) also holds in 
this model. 

Remark. In the initial failure model there are nontrivial problems 
that can be solved assuming termination. This is not the case in another 
model that also has what might be considered a weak type of failures. It 
is proved by Koo and Toueg, (19) that no nontrivial protocol can be 
guaranteed to terminate in a model where only transient communication 
failures can occur. (Channel failures are transient if any message sent 
repeatedly is eventually received.) 

7. A TWO PLAYER G A M E  W H I C H  REFLECTS T E R M I N A T I O N  

In the previous section we presented a game with t + 2 players and 
showed how to use the game in order to decide if a problem can be solved 
when termination is required. In this section we describe a game with only 
two players for the same purpose. The new game is less general than the 
previous one in the sense that it is useful only when applied to problems 
where the set of possible input values is at most countable. 

The game G3(T, t), corresponding to a problem T: 1 ~  2 z~- { ~ }  and 
a natural number t, is played by two players A (Adversary) and B, 
according to the following rules. Each play of the game begins with a move 
of player A and in the subsequent moves both players move alternately. 
The game is played (as before) on a board with n empty circles drawn in 
a straight line. The circles are numbered from 1 to n. At the first move 
player A chooses n - t input values from I and "places" them on arbitrary, 
n - t empty circles. Then player B chooses n - t decision values from D and 
uses them to cover all the n -  t input values placed by player A in the 
previous move. The subsequent moves consist of player A choosing a single 
value from I and placing it on a (possibly nonempty) circle that is not one 
of the n - t circles it used in the first move, and then player B choosing a 
single value from D and covering the previous value placed by player A. 
The fact that nonempty circles can be reused is equivalent to A "changing 
his mind" about some of the later moves. The play is completed upon the 
decision of A, where the last move is always made by B. (The result holds 
also in a variation of the game in which player A announces the number 
of moves before the play begins.) 

We denote by (ai, di) ~ I x D some pair of values that players A and B 
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placed on the ith circle in the course of the play in two successive moves 
(i.e., B covered the value ai with di). For  simplicity we assume that at any 
moment the last value A placed may be completed together with the n -  t 
values placed by player A in its first move to a vector in L Player B has 
won the play iff for every possible n-tuple of pairs ((al, dl),..., (an, dn)) 
chosen from pairs placed in the course of the play, d ~ T(a) or a r L Player 
B has a winning strategy in the game G3(T, t), denoted B wins G 3 ( T  , t), if 
it can always win each play no  matter what A does. 

As before, we assume that the processes have distinct identities that 
are mutually known. Removing this assumption is similar to the treatment 
in the previous sections. 

Theorem 3. A problem T : I ~ 2  D -  { ~ }  w h e r e / i s  at most coun- 
table can be solved assuming termination in a completely asynchronous 
environment where t processes may initially fail iff player B wins G3(T , t). 

ProoL We first prove the (more difficult) if direction. Suppose B has 
a winning strategy in the game G3(T, t). We describe a terminating 
protocol that solves T in the presence of up to t initial failures. The 
protocol starts by first electing one of the processes as a leader. Then every 
correct process sends its own input value and id to the leader. Since at 
most t processes might be faulty, the leader is guaranteed to receive n -  t 
input values (including its own). Then the leader consults with the winning 
strategy of B to determine the corresponding n -  t decision values. After 
that the leader broadcasts to all processes a message containing n - t  
triples. Each triple consists of a process' id and the input and decision 
values of that process. The leader then decides and terminates. Each 
process Pi that receives this message from the leader first checks if its id 
appears in one of the triples. If it does, then the process decides on the 
decision value that appears in that triple and terminates. Otherwise, using 
the message from the leader and its own input, Pi exploits the winning 
strategy of B (in a manner described next), decides, and terminates. 

The process pi will simulate a particular play of the game in order to 
determine the value upon which it will decide. We assume that the set of 
input values I is infinite. The treatment when I is finite is similar (and 
simpler). Since I is countable we assume w.l.o.g, that I is the set of natural 
numbers. (There is a bijection e from the natural numbers in to / ,  so I can 
be represented as {e(rn)[m is a natural number}.) We say that player A 
uses the order strategy if after A's first move, in all its subsequent moves A 
covers the circles from left to right (cyclicly) skipping the n -  t circles it 
covered in its first move. Moreover, each time A has to place a number on 
a circle it always chooses the smallest possible number which is greater 
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than the previous number A placed on that circle. (A number is possible if, 
together with the n -  t values placed by player A in its first move, it can 
be completed to a vector in /~) We now show how process Pi uses the 
winning strategy of B to simulate a play of the game. Using the message 
from the leader it simulates the first moves of A and B by placing each of 
the n - t  input and output values on the corresponding circles. Then it 
continues assuming that A plays according to the order strategy, and it 
uses B's winning strategy to simulate the moves of B. Process Pi stops the 
simulation one move after A places a value identical to p[s own input 
value on the ith circle, and p~ decides on the value that B uses to cover that 
input value. Since A plays at the simulation according to the order 
strategy, p+ is sure that eventually A will place its input value on the ith 
circle. Since p~ decides on a value according to B's winning strategy, this 
value must be consistent with any possible decision value of the other 
processes chosen in the same way. 

We now prove the only if direction. Let P = (N, C) be a terminating 
asynchronous protocol that solves T in the presence of t initial failures. We 
describe a winning strategy for B in G3(T, t). Let a ~ i b e  an arbitrary input 
vector, and let Q be a set of processes where J Q[ = n - t ,  such that player 
A chooses in his first move the set of values {a~[ p ; c  Q} and places each 
value ai on the circle numbered with i. From Lemma 1 and the termination 
assumption, there exists a computation x ~ C  such that x[Q]null, any 
process p~ e Q reads the input value ai, decides, and terminates in x. Let di 
denote the value decided upon by process Pi~ Q in computation x. By 
using P, player B can simulate the computation x, output the n - t decision 
values, and cover each input value a+ by the corresponding decision value 
di. Now assume that player A chooses in one of its moves the value aj 
where p / r  Q and places it on the j t h  circle. By Lemma 2, there is a 
computation y(j)~Extension(x, j )  in which process pj reads the input 
value a s and decides on some value dg. By using P, player B can continue 
the simulation of x in order to simulate computation y(j) and choose dj. 
Note that the value d/is based only on the values placed by players A and 
B in the first moves and the value placed by player A in the current move. 
A similar construction holds for any input value that A chooses. From 
Lemma 2, d ~ T(a) and hence B wins the game. (In this part of the proof 
we do not use the fact that the cardinality of I is at most countable.) | 

The requirement that the set of input values is at most countable is 
necessary for the correctness of Theorem 3. Consider the following 
problem: each process starts with some input value that is a real number, 
and it is required that at least one process outputs a finite set of values 
containing the input values of all other processes. In the Appendix, we 
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show that there is no terminating protocol that solves this problem in the 
presence of two or more initial failures. On the other hand, player B has 
the following winning strategy for the game corresponding to this problem: 
each time B has to make a move it places a set containing all input values 
that A has already placed anywhere on the board. Thus the existence of a 
winning strategy in the game does not imply the existence of a terminating 
protocol when the input domain is not countable. 

Note that if we replace the assumption that the input values are the 
real numbers by the assumption that they are the rationals (and hence 
countable), then since B has a winning strategy (just as before) it follows 
from Theorem 3 that there exists a protocol that solves the problem. As 
one example of a solution, a mapping of the input values onto the natural 
numbers can be fixed, and each process could output the finite set of all the 
rationals with a mapping less than or equal to that of its input value. 

We now prove that the order preserving problem cannot be solved 
assuming termination for t >/2. Player A uses the following strategy: In the 
first move it chooses the n -  2 smallest values. Then, in all its subsequent 
moves A covers the other two circles alternately; each time, A chooses a 
value greater than all values it had chosen previously. Player A stops the 
game after I DI + 1 move (IDI is the cardinality of the set of output values). 
It is not hard to show that player B must choose IDI + 1 distinct values, 
which is clearly impossible. Since the game has no winning strategy, by 
Theorem 3 there is no protocol to solve it in the presence of initial failures, 
assuming termination. 

8. D ISCUSSION 

In this paper we introduced three simple games and reduced the 
question of whether a certain problem can be solved in completely 
asynchronous systems where a number of processes may fail prior to the 
execution to the question of whether there is a winnning strategy for one 
of these games. We gave several examples demonstrating that it is very 
convenient to reason about problems using such games. The differences 
which rose in the proposed games when termination is not required and 
when it is necessary help to clarify the price of this added requirement. 

An upper bound on the message complexity for solving any problem 
in the model was proved, by showing that the message complexity of any 
solvable problem is bounded by the message complexity for solving the 
leader election problem. We showed how to use a given solution for the 
election problem in order to construct a solution to any other solvable 
problem. This implies that in some sense we may think of the election 
problem as a "complete" problem for the initial failure model. 

828/18/4-3 
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It follows from our results together with the results in Ref. 12 that in 
a message passing system where termination is required, a problem can be 
solved by a deterministic protocol that can tolerate up to t initial failures 
if and only if the problem can be solved by a randomized protocol that can 
tolerate up to t crash failures. This result also holds for the asynchronous 
shared memory model (without assuming termination). (13) 

It follows from our results that for initial failures, there exists a strict 
resiliency hierarchy. That is, for each 0 < t < n/2 there are problems that 
can be solved in the presence of t -  1 failures but cannot be solved in the 
presence of t failures. 

Following our results here, a result similar to Theorem 1, with a 
similar proof, was shown to hold for an asynchronous shared memory 
model that supports only atomic read and write operations [see Ref. 13, 
Section 7]. A similar result holds for other models where it is possible to 
elect a leader in the presence of initial failures, for example, a synchronous 
model in which correct processes may join the computation at any round. 

A P P E N D I X  

We present an example demonstrating that the requirement that the 
set of input values is at most countable is necessary for the correctness of 
Theorem 3. Consider the following problem, T s. Each process starts with 
some input value, and it is required that at least one process outputs a 
finite set of values containing the input values of all processes. 

Lemma A1. Let D be the set of all possible input values. Then for 
any N/> 5, there is a terminating protocol that solves T F in the presence of 
two initial failures iff there exists a function f from D to finite subsets of 
D such that for every pair of values u and v, us f ( v )  or vsf(u).  

ProoL If Let N = k + 2 ,  and assume that there is such a protocol. 
For brevity, assume that D contains the integers, and consider a computa-  
tion x of this protocol in which processes Pl ..... Pk have inputs 1 ..... k resp., 
and the remaining two processes are asleep until these processes decide and 
terminate. Let Si be the decided upon by process Pi. 

Now continue the computation x by having Pk+2 wake up with input 
u and run until it decides on a set Su. Similarly, continue the earlier 
computation x (without Pk+l) by having Pk+2 wake up with the same 
input u and run until it decides on a set Tu. f(u) is defined by: f (u)= 
~.)k=l Sik.)auk..)T,,. By Lemma 2 and by the definition of the problem, we 
must have that for every pair u and v, ($1 ..... Sk, Su, T,) is a legal output 
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vector. This means that for every such pair, u ~ f ( v )  or vEf(u) ,  since 
otherwise no set in the output vector contains both u and v. 

Only if. Assume that f is such a function. It is easily observed that 
the problem can be solved by the following terminating protocol: First, a 
leader is elected, and this leader decides on the set S of all inputs known 
to it (there are at least n -  2 such inputs). The leader then broadcasts this 
set and terminates. Every nonleader process with input u waits until it 
receives the set S, and it decides on f ( u )  u S. | 

We now show that the condition of this above Lemma does not hold 
for D = R, the set of real numbers. This means that no terminating protocol 
for solving Tf exists for this case. 

Theorem A1. Let R be the set of real numbers. Then there is no 
function f from R to finite subsets of R such that each u and v in R, either 
f (u )  contains v or f ( v )  contains u. 

Proof [Ref. 20]. Assume to the contary that there is such a function 
f Let N c R  be the set of integers, and let D = U i ~ N f ( i ) .  Then D is 
countable. Since R is uncountable, there is an r ~ R which is not in D. Thus, 
r is not in f ( i )  for each integer i. Hence, f(r)~_ N. But this is impossible, 
since N is not finite. I 

Note.  If we assume that the function f is from the reals into the 
countable subsets of the reals (rather than into finite subsets) such that for 
every pair of reals u and v, u ~ f ( v )  or v e f ( u ) ,  and we assume the axiom 
of choice, then the existence of such a function is equivalent to the 
Continuum Hypothesis. Hence, neither the existence nor the nonexistence 
of such a function is derivable from the standard axioms of set theory with 
the axiom of choice. (17) 
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